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Sang Sorenson used to be the invisible girl in class. As a new student to Ashley Waters High

School, Sang hopes that her new friends will be the change sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been craving and will

make fitting in a breeze.But Academy students arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t there to take it easy. The high school

is overcrowded and rife with violence. When fights begin, Sang will uncover the true reason the

boys traded in their private school life for a public one. This year, Sang will no longer be invisible.

This year, Sang is a target.The principal and vice principal are hot to take Sang down, and her own

mother is determined to entrap Sang forever in her belief that the safest place to be is in the

shadows. Despite this, Nathan, Luke, Kota, North, Silas, Victor, and Gabriel will discover

SangÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s unyielding loyalty.And they will sorely need it.The Academy, supremely influential.If

you enjoyed Pretty Little Liars by Sara Shepard or the Gallagher Girls series by Ally Carter, you may

enjoy this series.
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Meet Sang Sorenson, a young woman who has led a pretty miserable existence so far. Her father is

never around because he is always working, and her mother is mentally and physically ill. Her

mother's paranoid thinking keeps Sang and her sister Marie as virtual prisoners in their house, and

punishment for perceived infractions frequently crosses the line into abuse.But then Sang stumbles

into the arms of Kota, a neighborhood boy, and before she knows it, this deeply insecure and

socially awkward girl has been adopted by a tight-knit band of seven gorgeous young men who

have plenty of secrets. They attend a mysterious school called The Academy, but will be enrolling in

Sang's public high school for the upcoming semester.Book One, Introductions, is a somewhat slow

start to the series, but vital, in that it introduces each of the young men one at a time. You get a

really complete picture of each of Sang's new friends as they meet her and take her under their

collective wing. You also meet two young (also handsome) teachers from The Academy, who seem

to work very closely with the boys.In Book Two, First Days, the boys and Sang begin the new

school year at a large and troubled public school. The first week is incredibly harrowing for

everyone, as Sang starts to learn what it is that the boys, and The Academy, are all about.By the

end of Book Two, it is clear that not only do the boys have some major secrets, but so does Sang,

and the book ends leaving you thirsting for more.

This is a series I have had on my Kindle to read for years, and it's just recently after talking to a

friend that I finally got around to starting it, and I love it. In Book #1 we were introduced to all the

characters and introduced to the idea of a Reverse Harem. In First Days, school is starting up for

Sang Sorenson and her new group of guy friends. Her friends are transfers from The Academy, and

it seems that her newfound friends are making her a bullying target and making her stand-out. It

also seems that somehow others in the school have the idea that Sang is also part of the group

known as "The Academy." When the danger starts to hit closer to home and causes Sang to stand

up for her friends, she is advised by Blackthorne and Dr. Green to take a step back from the boys as

her being around them has her painted a target on her back. There is something about this series

that just draws you in and I have to admit this series is great if you need to do Character

developments, and profiles as each of the characters in this series are represented well and

in-depth. OMG, the ending of this book had me going ARGH and WTF as I now must read the next

book in the series. It finished with Blackthorne reading the results of Sang's background as he

wants to bring her into the Academy family. The ending of this book had my mind whirring and has

set up a great premise for Book #3 which I cannot wait to get started. If you are in the mood for an



awesome and thrilling YA series, then check out First Days: The Academy by C.L Stone as you will

not be disappointed with the story inside of these pages.

No book of fiction has grabbed my attention like this in years. While I may read it until I go broke, it

is worth every dime.. Based in the Eastern half of the US it deals with an over-crowded high school

and its ugly traditions. Directed toward the young adult reader it will interest anyone looking for good

vs. evil. i highly recommend that the new reader start with first volume to see what makes it click so

well.

The Ghost bird series is a highly addictive series that always has me wanting more. The suspense

and the mysteries that the author draws out has you constantly guessing what will happen next. I

thoroughly enjoy this series, and recommend it to anyone that enjoys a good action, adventure,

suspense, and of course love filled novel.

This seems like one of those series where a lot happens, but the plot doesn't seem to get very far.

So, as a reader there is some frustration that I "want to get to the good parts" but the writing is good,

the character development is strong, the great mysteries are starting to unravel.This looks like a

longer series. I'm not sure if I will stay until the end, but 2 books in I am still intrigued.

This is basically the story of the first week at school and it is so jampacked that it has to pretty much

be set up as each day is a chapter. It's still one of my favorite books of the series and it helps to

cement the relationships with the guys and Sang
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